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AMBIGUITIES IN RACE RELATIONS:

BLACKS AND WHITES IN HIGHER EDUCATION

A Research Note

By

David M. Rafky

INTRODUCTION

Prior to 1900, the presence of blacks on the faculties of predominantly

white colleges was rare. During the next fifty years, the movement of

blacks to positions in white schools was slow and uneven (Moss,, 1958).

Three events during 1968-69, however, spurred many "traditionally closed,"

predominantly white colleges and universities outside the South to recruit

black faculty,: (1) the assassination of Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.;

(2) student disorders during the first six months of 1969--one-half of

which concerned such issues as black studies, black representation in

university governance, and the recruitment of black students and faculty

("Student Strikes: 1968-69," 1970); and (3) numerous civil rights compliance

reviews of colleges and universities by the Office of Education (Jacobson,

March 29, 1971).

An analysis of the interpersonal problems faced by black professors

in white institutions may help smooth the path of other blacks 'a-, these

schools and shed light on the dynamics of race relations. Toward this end,

* Dr. Rafky is Assistant Professor of Criminology and Education,

The City College of Loyola UhivaraitY

70118.
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questionnaires were mailed to 699 black and 699 white faculty members in

predominantly white colleges and universities outside the South. Rosters

of black professors were obtained from officials of 184 four-year, degree

granting, predominantly white, non-southern institutions with more than

300 students. An earlier survey by A. Gilbert Belles in 1968 indicated

that the sample of 699 blacks included as much as 75 to 90 percent of the

target population. The comparison group of whites was selected

available college and university bulletins and matched. with the

academic field, size, location, and control ,(public or private)

from 300

blacks on

of employ-

ing school. Seventy-nine percent (554) of the blacks responded, compared

to 63 percent (442) of the whites.

ASSUMPTIONS AND HYPOTHESES

Black professors complain of social. slights and rebuffs presumably

due to prejudice, by their white colleagues. A black respondent at a

large midwestern state college explains:

My presence here at . . State College has been upsetting.

It is hard, I find, to have talent and a willingness to work

in an older teaching society. A man that I treated as if he

were my brother, has been sneaky and unethical due to my new

popularity 'among the student body. He is a southern white.

Furthermore, most of the black professors feel that the institutions in

which they work are racist; 90 percent believe that schools outside the

South exclude black faculty from their pOol of qualified applicants and

more than one quarter agree that blacks must be better qualified than

whites to be hired or to receive tenure.



The black professor also has difficulty relating to whites because

of status dilemma. The black scholar as a black and a professor Occupies

contradictory statuses in which the "powerful" attributes of race and

professional standing "clash," resulting in a kind of marginality which

Hlhes(1958) calls stat:Is dilemma. Whites tend to perceive blackness as

a master status-determining trait which overpowers other characteristics;

for them, race is a (socially imposed) handicap which limits access to

the rights, privileges, and rewards of Americ'n society. Professional

standing, however, with its connotations of privilege and respect, is also

an important attribute', and these attributes "clash" in the blackpro-

fessor. As a result of status dilemma, white professors are confused by

the "unusual" combination of racial and occupational statuses of their

black colleagues. Blacks complain that as a consequence, whites react

to them in an inconsistent manner--they "do not know just how to treat"

us; their attitude is "sometimes patronizing and sometimes one of

acceptance." More often than not, whites respond to the black professors

as members of a despised and pitied lower caste. For example, one black

reports that white faculty "all tend, to assume that a Negro, no matter

how well trained, is a dummy." Whites show an "unwillingness" to see

them in their more prestigeous "professional positions" by, for example,

making the assumption that a female black professor is a secretary. The

comments of a black professor describe status dilemma:

Some still resist the idea that a black man can be equally

qualified. It usually surprises them to learn of black

faculty credentials. For example, one black administrator

soon to be hired. 'Rumor immediately was that his credentials

were questionable and skin color was the only motive. This



man is now completing his Ph.D and he was the first director of

the Headstart program in the area.

When describing sources of tension with white colleagues, blacks most

frequently mention the insincerity and dishonesty that many white "so-

called liberals" display in "their pretense of being liberals." Black

Professors describe these "white dilettantes-- people who profess

liberalism but still want to know 'what they, can do about the problem'

or 'what is being done about the problem now" as "uninvolved, conserva-

tive, fearful people, doing whatever, in limited involvement, simply be-

cause it is fashionable . . . to 'endorse' the black struggle."

While prejudice and status dilemma lead to black hostility toward

whites, professors must nevertheless avoid conflict if they are to realize

their shared (educational) institutional and personal goals. Radcliffe-

Brown (1952, p. 92), the British anthropologist, asks» How can a rela-

tionship which combines hostility and cooperation "be given a stable,

ordered form?"

Joking, which combines. friendliness and antagonism, is a socially

permitted form of disrespect and license which serves to prevent the out-

break of strife between black and white professors. Joking can be used

with impugnity, since it is (ostensibly) not meant seriously and,-there-

fore, cannot be taken seriously. In a general sense, participants in

such interracial encounters are unified by their alliance to adhere to 'a

particular form of relationship. Specifically:

Any serious hostility is prevented by the playful antagonism

of teasing, and this in its regular repetition is a constant expression



or remainder of that social disjunction which is one of the

essential components of the relation, while the social con-

junction is maintained by the friendliness that takes no offense

at an insult. (Radcliffe-Brown, 1952, p. 92)

Furthermore, joking prevents open conflict by empbTlsizing the -values

common to, all participants in the interaction. The fact that both the

joker and the butt of the joke understand the joke indicates that they

share a common perspective and the desire to continue or save the inter-

action. Gluckman (1965, p. 101), for example, found that Tonga "clan-

jokers" who steal sacred meat from the funerals of enemy clansmen and

otherwise make light of their solemn ceremonies are tolerated because

they are engaging in behavior which:

Los connected with Tonga ideas about the fundamental values

of human life and social existence. In Tongaland these

ultimate moral values are connected with enduring groups,

the clans, in which membership is derived from the very process

of being born to a mother--an obvious enough fact, but one basic

to patrilineal as well as matrilineal systems of kinship, since

men can only produce heirs through their wiyes.

A more "modern" instance of the conjoining function of joking is reported

in Harvard Business School's study of the Industrial Controls Corporation.

There, white workers "kidded" black workers by calling them "niggers"

in a "good natured way." Insofar as the black workers "took the joking,

reciprcated somewhat, but did not show anger or hostility, they were

acknowledging behavioristically their willingness to maintain the group

or not cause trouble" (11eznik et al., 1956, p. 377).
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Since we assume that joking preventS black-white conflict, black

professors-should joke more with whites, than whites Joke among themselves.

Critiques may point out, however, that humor also serves other functions.

For example, on the psychological level: 'joking expresses unconscious

anxiety and hostility toward others (Freud, 1938) or toward one's self

(Fluegel, 1964); joking in the form of banter or irony may be used to

consciously ridicule (Burns, 1953); humor may also be ego-gratifying and

thus necessary for efficient ego fUnctioning and stability (Levine, 1968).

Sociologically: joking as "kidding" supports group cohesion at the ex-

pense of others present while "storytelling" does the same thing by

ridiculing people "behind their backs" (Corwin, 1965); Jokers often intro-

duce novel ideas to a group and sanction members who transcend the

collective morality (Epstein, 1968); and so on. Therefore, the hypo-

thesis must be strengthened by a content analysis of faculty statements

which reveals the rapport establishing nature of interracial joking.

A functional alternative to the joking relationship of mutual disre-

spect and license is formality, a contractural relationship in which

participants agree to be grave, reserved, restrained, and respectful.

We assume that.both joking and formality establish rapport among black

and white faculty with divergent'interests, but the methods by which

this end is achieved are opposite:

The joking relationship is in some ways the exact opposite of a

contractural relation. Instead of specific duties to befulfilled

there is priNileged disrespect . and the only obligation is

not to take offense at the disrespect so long as it is kept

within certain bounds defined by custom. n a true contractural



relationship [such as formality] the two parties are conjoined

by a definite common interest in reference to which each of

them accepts specific obligations. It makes no difference that

in other matters their interests may be divergent.
. The

alliance by extreme respect . . . prevents such conflict but

keeps the parties conjoined. (Radcliffee-Brown, 1952, p. 103)

Formal interaction is characterized by adherence to precise and

minute regulations of action and so prevents the dissolution of proble-

matic confrontations by focusing behavior. This is seen, for example,

in ritualized confrontations of black physicians and white patients.

The patient apatient is passive, follows orders, answers questions,

etc. The physician aphysician, seeks information restricted to the

patient's medical history and maintains an attitude of aloofness and

scientific disinterest. So long as patient and physician adhere to these

rules, the interaction continues. Each is able to anticipate the behavior

of the other and adjust his own behavior accordingly; there are no "s

prises" and no embarrassments since behaviors and interpretations associ-

ated with racial statuses are not permitted.

Avoidance is an elaboration of the formal relationship; it "has all

the implications of the polite form plus the obligation never to have

face to face contact" (Beals and Hoijer, 1959, p. 1150). Like joking and

formality, avoidance conjoins black and white faculty with disparate

interests; potential interactants are conjoined by their alliance to

avoid one another. Beals and Hoijer describe how avoidance relations in

the Chiricahua Apache family "affirm the solidarity of the joint family

d . . . regulate the social interactions of kin so as to provide for



cooperation and harmony both within and between joint families":

Males entering the joint family as husbands are required

to avoid or maintain only the most formal relations with

their wives' consanguine kin. The reason for this is

evident: a woman, when married, leaves her parents wickium

and goes to live in another with her husband, but remains

within the encampment of the joint family. Preoccupation

with her husband and later with her children considerably

alters her formerly intimate association with her parents

and other consanguine kin within the joint family. This

disruption, if unprovided for, may lead to trouble and a conse-

quent loss of the husband, an economic asset to the joint

family. To prevent potentially disruptive relations between

a man and the affinal,kind he is expected to live with and

serve, Chiricahua culture strictly limits their social inter-

actions and so helps to insure the harmony of the joint family.

(Bealsand Hoijer, 1959, pp. 449 -5O)

In .summary, it is assured that joking, formality, and avoidance pre-

vent conflict between black and white faculty which might otherwise re-

sult from prejudice and status ambiguity. Consequently, we hypothesize

that these modes of interaction more often. characterize blackwhite en-

counters than intraracial contacts. Of course there are other ways of

"handling" ambiguities in race relatiOns, such as segregating, audiences

(if a multiplicity of roles played under conditions of high visibility, be-

coming a specialist" in a single role, and even racial "Passing."

focus on joking, formality, and avoidance because of their functional co-
ptcrow-y

herence. ...joking and formality are A "two sides of the same coin"



or different dimensions of social contract, irhile avoidance is merely,an

elaboration of the formal relation. Avoidance is indeed a relationship,.

since each potential interactant regulates his behavior vis;',a-vis detailed

expectations about the habits and .whereabouts of the other. Furthermore,

there are other ambiguities in encounters which may or may not be relevant

to racial interactions, such as the sexual status of interactants. As we

point out in the beginning of the next section, patterns of joking;

formality, and avoidance did not emerge when the respondents were cross-

classified by a number of control variables, including sex. Differences

in joking, formality and avoidance, therefore, may be attributed to racial

differences.

THE FINDINGS: JOKING

In elaborating the findings, the respondents were cross-classified by

a number of variables taken one, two, and three at a time: background

socio-economic status, sex, region of origin (North versus South), age,

highest degree (doctorate versus ABD or masters), quantity of professional

publications, rank, field, tenure, type (public or private) and quality of

employing school. Failing to uncover consistent patterns of joking, formality

and avoidance for the various subgroups of faculty, we searched for and

found a variable which cuts across" many, careers and backgrounds: black

studies. Almost 40 percent of the black respondents are engaged in black

studies, either as teachers, adminitratort and/or counselors. Comparisons

of these blacks and blacks and whitea in general are presented'i Table I.

///Table I about here///

Table. I, contrary to the hypothesis,

general do not joke with whites more than whites joke among themselves.



fact, one group of blacks, those in::black studies, engage in interracial

joking less than whites report intraraL:,.1 joking. We shall return to this

finding later. In agreement with our predictions, however, sizable propor-

tions of blacks and whites indicate that their joking does serve to establish

rapport, and this is particularly true for blacks who are not associated

,with black studies programs. The following comments made by two blacks

illustrate the conjoining function of joking:

When I came here last September I was spiritually at very low

ebb . . . but I am now my very good old self again . . . I

joined in the fan and in'the work. We joke about our wives

and kids, etc. Maybe they have kept something from me. If

they have I am stupid or they are good actors. The whole

situation rather than any incident seems to Fpell out the

position of the department.

- We have developed into a real team within the department of

Industrial Edu-lation and Technology. There is one other

Negro in the department (21 professionals) who has recently

been elected president of the local branch of the NAACP. I

often hear members of the faculty kid him about racial problems

and NAACP activities. They feel free to do this and he comes

back at them with no resultant problems. A Jewish colleague,

no longer with us, operated in the same manner.

Whites also use joking to establish rapport. This is especially true

of whites who frequently come into contact with blacks, such ao those with

interracial families. In one instance, a white professor with a black

husband describes her encounters:

10



When I was asked to teach one section of Social Work Practice,

I called the one 'black' instructor who had taught the course

last year She encouraged me to take the job. Since them we

have traded information and material relative to students and

teaching. We have become friends. We discuss personal as

well as professional business. We joke about. our work, families,

our adolescents and how frustrating they are at times. Generally

speaking, I maintain a 'fun' relationship with my colleagues or

like to do so.

Race as an object of humor is salient for the large majority of blacks;

however, many whites. and blacks in black studies find nothing funny about

racial problems. The hostile intent of.racial joking is becoming more

apparent and professors are finding it increasingly difficult to retreat

behind the phrase, "It was only a joke.' For instance, during a period of

racial disorder at his school, one high ranking black professor at San

Francisco State College asked: "On this campus, whO has time, or mood to

horse around?" Another black agrees that especially in these times,

racial joking is likely to be taken in the wrong way:

Tenure year has arrived for three people in may department in-

cluding myself. There seems no doubt about two of us being

granted tenure. The other has been denied the recommendation

of the department--apparently necessary if tenure is to be granted.

A couple of [department] members--jokingly--so they thought--

11



suggested that I encountered no difficulty with tenure because

I am black. I did not appreciate hearing such comments.

Statements by white professors also reflect an increasing sensitivity to

racial joking. Whites who "used to laugh at racial jokes . usually

freeze now" some report that"there are fewer race jckes floating

.round anymore.' One white faculty:member "find[ J that racial jokes

are too hostile or painful to usually laugh," since "racial matters are

a serious problem at our school with 14 percent of the students being

black." Another white profe..sor relates the decline in racial joking

to the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.:

There are the usual wise cracks about race relations but

I feel that a lot of them are in the nature of so-called

sick jokes. But .I don't recall hearing any at all in the

past few months. And since I've given it some thought,

I don't really recall any major so-called racial Jokes

since Martin Luther King's death. We do though joke about

our Negro colleagues s skirts being so short that they

catch on her hose.

The motivation behind racial joking is questioned by a white respondent

We liberals still feel that we can use the term 'nigger' and

laugh at ethnic jokes because we all know we really don't mean

it and are not prejudiced. I wonder?

Several blacks only joke with whites who are believeJnot to be

For example:

I only joke with colleagues that I feel are not racist.

An example: We are

into comments about

'Oh, you don't like

discussing textbooks, which drifted

the books black covers. I teased:

black covers, eh?'

12
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A few colleagues feel that .:hey should ',ell me their favorite

Bill Cosby joke. If I like the person I let it go. Other-

vise, I am somewhat curt. Soze still come up with the 'Joe

Lewis sure was a good boxer' routine.

Approximately one-fifth of the whites and blacks generally report

that they use jokes as a double-edged sword to do battle with their

enemies. Black studies professors are particularly unlikely to use

humor as a weapon, however. One black says, for instance, that "I

use the designation 'honky' in jest sometimes in referring to certain

of my white colleagues" A few blacks offered theories to explain their

joking behavior. Among these:

This is not clowning. This is strategic joking. I think

that humor should be a balm to hurt minds. I accuse men of

questionable masculinity of being lotharious and they like it.

Those of my colleagues who have known me for a few years

know that I maintain that to make jokes about inequalities

and injustices--academic or racial--serves as a wedge to

.finally crack and destroy the unjust structure. Therefore,

we joke about many things, and racial and ethnic areas are

fair game for sport.

Below are some of the more caustic examples of hostile joking interchanges

which blacks report have taken place between themselves and white faculty:

Some white male instructors kidlme about protecting them in

the black revolution--meaning that this has been the role of

the black female in the past--protector, peace maker, etc.,

13



for the black male.

A white colleague once said to me when she observed me picking

up c:and wrappers someone had dropped in her office, 'For

heavens sake, stop acting like a janitor.' My response to her

was, 'For heavens sake, stop acting like a white woman.' Wr

both laughed heartily.

Someone in a large faculty meeting used the expression: 'Call

a spade a spade.' We joked about this.

I am occasionally teased about resembling Ron Karenga. I

sometimes make jokes about racial matters. Upon completing

a course in 03d English language and literature recently,

I remarked to a colleague; tint it was good to 'get out from

under those Anglo-Saxons after all these years.

A white colleague in describing a near auto accident con-

cluded by saying, 'It would turn you white.' I replied by

saying, 'That would be the miracle of the times.'

The white respondents report hostile banter with their black

colleagues. One white, for instance, informs us that he calls his "Negro

friend a right wing Birchite." A few whites explained why they joke:

Black panther jokes are most abundant in Oakland, California.

Eldridge Cleaver jokes are pretty popular in the academic



community. They are a means of preserving one's sanity.

I laugh about racial problems to try to keep a perspective.

For example, one of my friends has an interracial marriage and

I have an interracial family. We laugh together frequently

about the kooky things that happen to us. I suppose it's a

kind of tension release.

The statements below, made by white faculty members, illustrate hostile

joking with black colleagues:

When a vacancy appeared here during the last year or so

we tried to find a Negro academic to fill it with no

success. It has become a standing joke to say something

like: 'All the black philosophers are in Californiaall

three of them.'

In the context of discussing black power relevant to a

newspaper story, someone might inquire whether or not we

could get Stokely to teach a course on guerilla warfare.

Another example:

I suggested to a black colleague who has gained weight

recently that black may be beautiful, but fat is fat in

any color.

Joking also expresses hostility toward oneself as well as toward

others. This is especially evident in ethnic humor in which, members

of a group ridicule themselves. Relic (Fluegel, 1938, p. 718) points



this out in his discussion of Jevish humor in which he detects a hidden

"fierce agressiveness against the self, which in turn conceals an agressive-

ness against the Gentile world, that world in which at bottom is held re-

sponsible for the typical deficiencies that JelAsh wit seems to recognize

and deplore." In short, by. "criticising themselves they are really criti-

cising their enemies and oppressors" (Fluegel, 1938, p. 718). Pettigrew

(1964, p. 9) docuMents similar "conscious and unconscious" feelings of

self-hate among some American blacks who believe the din of white

racists egotistically insisting that Caucasians are innately superior to

Negroes." Fully one-fifth of the blacks, regardless of field jokingly

disparage themselves or other blackS. Although no whites belittled their

own racial status, eight percent "put down" their ethnic group membership

(whites of Polish, Pennsylvania Dutch and Jewish extraction for example).

One case in point is the black professor of education who reports

that "I say that after spending so much time and effort to earn an academic

degree, I find myself a suciallain education for the disadvantaged by

simply being born black." Another black explains "that my hair is wash

and wear." Some of the more revealing comments follow:

If another person has committed an error in his personal

contacts with me, mistaken identity, I will sometimes

kid and ask if all blacks look alike to him. This is

done only with a person who is secure enough to answer

yes.

I'm considered.the village idiot. This farce is to keep

my 'friends' from 'picking my brains' and using my ideas



as their own.

I'm rather mischievous by nature and a great lover of practi-

cal jokes. I tease my friends and they tease me in a healthy

fun loving manner. If my color is sometimes a source of amuse-

ment, so it is reversed with my colleagues lack of color or

kinky hair. I think everyone's got something a little ridicu-

lous and you have to be able to get a chuckle out of yourself

and your own peculiarities.

FORMALITY

Table I shows that whites and blacks generally do not differ in their

preference for formal interaction with whites. In fact, most black and

white professors prefer informal contacts with their white colleagues.

Somewhat fewer faculty--but still a plurality--also favor a more informal

atmosphere in their classrooms although they do not want students to use

their first names.

Earlier we suggested that formality is a functional alternative to

the joking relationship. The findings for the black studies professors

confirm this hypothesis. While blacks in black studies are least likely

to (1) joke interracially, (2) joke to establish rapport, or (3) engage

in hostile joking, they most often prefer formal interracial encounters.

Blacks in black studies report relations as "much more easy going and

natural with blacks" than with whites. One black professor is candid:

I always have the feeling that our friendship [with white

colleagues] is temporary and/or influenced by situational

17



'demands.' Very generally, I am not convinced that they

feel toward me exactly as they feel about their white

colleagues; I feel that the distinction is based entirely

on race.

Another black respondent explains that he feels awkward with some white

colleaives who remt his "tit'

who seemed very angry because received a higher

degree. One lady [faculty wife) said, 'I don't ever call

my husband Doctor.' I felt that they would have been more

pleased if I had burned:a building down.

Another example of the use of the polite form is the following description

by a black professor of a White woman faculty member:

One female, -colleague becomea quite disturbed if the con-

veriation turns to anything remotely related to race re-

Because she can only hear

her own view of any issue, I simply confine conversation

to:chit-chat about the weather, etc.

Many white and black faculty members emphasize the reserve and mutual

respect that characterizes their interactions. One White professor points

out that I think we are ,goOd,friends who respect each other." Whites re-

port that their encounters with blacks are " restricted" to l'proftesional"

contacts:

There might be some awkwardnessthough I doubt it--if

associations were not always professional. In a,sense, I

am protected by professionalism; I suppose I join with black

faculty and students in order to do a jOhand the task



orientation of the group eases thing

A black professor confirms this: "Associ

in the line of duty has always been prof(

tions, therefore, are defined ,171

faculty meMbers and this serves to focus

belisyipr and expectations, i.e., social

racial statuses of professors, are not

sional relationships, even if long -std

are not carried beyond the campus. Acta

My sole Negro colleague is the oiday

ment with whom .I: feel in actord:bbt

intellectuallyperhapa'owing

tionai. background. I:have not so$61

of campus activities.

Relations between black'prOfesso

are also characteriied by formality

Most working lass: whites who d

this:college usually become ill - t

It The fact I assume, that ;I7

society known to not have the Upft*

uneasiness when it is revealedliTps

contacts reflect this by theirloOm

saying, 'Nowwonderful it is to ha

especially for you.'

Sometimes formal title*, such as "Doc"

spicuously omitted by Whites. Accordim

19



Lnga.

Dciation.With my white colleagues

Dfessional." Interracial confronta-

of the profeasiOnal statuses of the

us interactions. Thus, irrelevant

1 definitions associated with the

pitted. Most of these profes

M440g and based on common interests,

Vbrang.±to a white ";professors

Damiemlber of my-depart-;

iiatbprofessionally and

s imilarity of educe-

064lizedWith,him outside

=m' and whites who are not academics

sa"over polite manners":

;,not know that I teach at

t-ease when they discover

vepresent that segment of

Wic' skills causes this

pt I am 'Dr.' The future

veer polite manners and their

have a college education,

:" are used derisively or are con

ling to a black professor:

19



For example moved into a duplex apartment in August, 1967,

which was in a predominantly 'mite neighborhood. The services

by the manager went :dawn after most of the white families

moved_out and IAlive had a running battle with him for the

past year to see that services are maintained at what I know

'theywere before. Recently, he tried to belittle me by telling

me that only M.D.'s deserve to be called doctor and that I was

just another ordinary colored man where.he is concerned. Who

'do I think I am making demands?

AVOIDANCE

The data in Table I, where responses to various Measures of avoidance

are cross - tabulated by race, permit a test of the hypothesize& relationship

between race and interracialaVoidance. Before the findings are' discussed,

however, : we elaborate the hypothesis.

Since people typically:haVe greater autonomy to initiate and maintain

Voluntary associations thanHjob-4equired and kinship relations, the former

are more likely to be avoided as a result of prejudice and status dilemma.

for example, may not avoid suchjob-related gatherings as de-

partmental parties and meetings of professional associations, even if they

are unpleasant. In these situations, other modes of behavior such as

joking or, formality guide the interaction. Furthermore black professionals

may not avoid voluntary contacts when there is something to be gained that

compensates for real or anticipated social slights and rebuffs. Kramer

(1954), for example

ship in prestigious

and Lutheran) do not avoid church

reports that blacks in status dilemma due to member-

Protestant denominations (Presbyterian, Congregational

services. He speculates that they attain

some non-religious ends by attending such as making business contacts or
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raising their own social standing by associating with others of higher

prestige. Kramer ..(1954) finds, however, that these blacks avoid the

"voluntary" social functions of their church: SUnday school programs,

youth fellowships, and ladies' and wens' groups.

Assuming that professional membershipsare motivated primarily by

academic and utilitarian considerations, rather than desire for sociable

interactions, blacks should not boycott professional organizations even

if they anticipate:social slights and rebuffs. The findings,for the

first avoidance,item in Table I, however, do not bear'this out since

blacks join fewer professional :organizations than whites.. Black-white

differences in membership, however, may be due to differences

and rank, rather than to race perse.

in field

As Table I shows, utilitarian

. '

participation is reflected in actual attendance and stated motives for

attendance, rather than in nominal memberships. Black and white faculty

attend professional meetings with equal freqUency. In addition, blacks

are less likely-than whites to cite " sociable" motives for their attendance.

This is particularly true of blacks in black studies,

The next group of items in Table I concerns civil rights. Assuming

that activity in this sphere is intended to improve oneself or one's group

rather than to socialize, it follows that blacks should participate more

than whites and do so,for non- sociable motives. The findings confirm

this. In addition, blacks in black studies are more active, in civil

rights than their black colleagues and regard this activity as a more

serious endeavor since they do not cite a multiplicity of motives for



Participation in community organizations enables taacks to raise

their status either directly or indirectly: (1) these organizations

support programs designed to reallocate societal rewards and privileges

which benefit the black faculty member as an individual and his group;

and (2) association with the prestigious leaders of these organizations

indirectly raises the status of black members. This suggests that blacks

are more likely than whites to join and participate in community organi-

zations. The findings confirm the hypothesis and indicate that black

participation is nat:Motivated by Black studies

faculty are slightly more active.than their black' colleagues but do not

seek to "socialize" at such meetings. This may be due to the fact that

many whites are present; black studiea facUlty:do not attend to "have fun"

but tO "get things done."

As indicatedabOtre it is not always possible for blaCks who anti

cipate social slights and rebUffivto,Avoid "voluntary" relationships re-

quired by theexigencies of theirjobt. Assuming that home'Visits with

colleagues is such a requirement, it follows that blacks are as likely

as whites to exchange home visits with white colleagues. The findings

support this interpretation. Interracial contact which is not job-related

is avoided by blacks particularly blacks in black studies.

Black faculty should interact with.other black scholars more often

than whites interact With bls.ck-professors because: (1) blacks who are

toward each other; and, (2) a

mutual attraction or "pull" exists between black scholars who share

interests and a:conimonjete of status dilemma anclprejudice. The findt

ings confirm this Black studies faculty are particularly likely to re

port home

blacks.

visits not only with their black colleagues
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Since blacks are both "pushf;i" and "pulled" into relationships

with other blacks, they shOuld be "joiners" of predominantly black social

clubS; And, indeed, this is true, particularly of black studies faculty.

The concluding items deal with membership in predominantly white social

organizations, such as country:clubs and fraternal orders. Since these

memberships are not 'governed by external imperatives, suCh as: job-related

requirements, they

studies. The finding that blacks and

integrated social- groups with equal,likelihood in a two -month period was

unanticipated. Two related explanations are offered. First, faculty

members in general (whites andblacks).may not have the desire or finan-

cial resources to participate actively in country club life. Secondly,

the questionnaires were circulated during mid-year examinations.

faculty may have had time, to visit colleagues and friends,' ndto attend

(important) meetings of civil rights grOuPS and community organizations,

they May not have had time for long afternoons of golf,

In summary, blacks generally do not enter into interracial contact

in order to "socialize"; rather, they are oriented towards some task,

whether it is to enhance one's professional status, promote civil rights,

or improve the community. This is particularly true of blacks in black

studies. Blacks generally, especially those in black studies, avoid

interracial contacts -which are not required by their jobs, and interact

frequently.with other blacks. Thus, when joking (or formality) does not

".:;awe:" problematic confrontations between Whites and

black:; in black studies--fron dinsolution, avoidance patternn the rela-'



Avoidance is functional when the veneer of formal civility wears

thin as a black professor explains:

I don't like to be around white people who have been drinking.

Many times a person true feelings come out under the in -.

fluence of alcohOl. This was true of a white roommate I had

duringmygraduate schOol,years. We went to a bar and after

feW.drinks, hel.aadeitn:aff7cOlorjemark which 'turned me

off.' I moved' out of the rooM'at,the end of the semester.

This has happened on other occasions also. I now feel that

most or a majority of professed liberals are basically in-

sincere and hypocrites.

Thus many blacks tend to avoid whites. In addition many of the blacks

believe that their white colleagues intentionally avoid them. Incredibly,

one black faculty member reports that "there are two [professors] in the

department who still do not feel free enough with me to answer when I.

speak!' Another says that he is "not welcomed to participate in their

more' inner; circles." Below,three black professora:describe

White avoidance:

In may department there,is no strained feeling among my

colleagues:but with others in thecollege'there, a feeling

that one doesn't exist. One'incident a professOrfrOm

other department who knows me passed by me andjntroduced a

visitingwhite:professor:to another instructor (white) and acted

as if I weren't there. The room*had*ly:5',people in it at

the time. The other person waa introduced also

Such encounters vary depending upon the sex of'mTcolleagues

as, well as color.' As a Negro woman working in al)redominantly



of the department--apparently necessary if tenure is to be granted.

A couple of [department] members--jokingly--so they thought--

11

white, male institution, I find that colleagues frequently

are either ill-at-ease in my presence or they ignore me

completely. Incident: I was seated at a table in the Faculty

Dining Room. I was the only Negro there. No one was talk-

ing until an instructor came to the table. He introduced

himself to all at the table (4 or 5) except me. This

broke the ice and a general conversation ensued. Since I

had been so pointedly ignored, I felt uncomfortable and I

did not attempt to enter into conversation with anyone.

A few of us (black and white) decided that getting to

gether in some regular way to talk about racial matters might

be helpful. One colleague (white) said she would call such

a meeting. When I learned that the meeting had been held with-

out any of the Black faculty:present, and confronted her with

this knowledge, asking why this had happened her response

was that the white members who had agreed to meet had felt

that'hostile feelings might,have come to 'the surface and would

be difficult to deal with.

Black professors also.avoid and are ign,rred by working class whites,

as the statements below illustrate:

recently attended ameeting of a

another town. The waitress

Professional committee

in the hotel

in

where I.had breakfast



was outgoing and appeared friendly. For my part, I was tempted

to simply wait until she addressed me but after a strained minute

I asked if she vas ready to take my order. She nodded.

I vent to get my car fixed and the white garage guy was talking

to a lady and I felt awkward, not being able to interrupt the

conversation or draw attention to my presence. He finally

directed his attention to me, but I got 'on the humble' to

elicit his interest in my car. I feel always that most work-

ing class whites are pro-Wallacites and that they are more

prone to give you trouble in face-to-face encounters these

days.

My encounters as a Black person with working class whites are

slightly awkward particularly if the white person is encountered

in a situation vtere I am, at first, seen as just another Black

person who can be ignored or deprecated. As a defense against

this situation, I find that I usually avoid encounters with

working class whites except in a situation where my prestige

(professional identity) or my buying'power establishes me as a

person whcvvill,not'acceptor,tolerate deprecation. It is

probably, true that I avoid as many of these encounters as I

I am usually tuarded and careful not to put

myself in a position where I cannot'' control my relationships.



CONCLUSION

We have investigated the links between race and joking, formal, and

avoidance relations. The guiding assumption of the study vas that joking,

formality, and avoidance conjoin black and white professors whose interests

diverge due to prejudice and status dilemma. A comparison of samples of

black and white professors in predominantly white, non-southern colleges

and universities confirms that interracial encounters are indeed

patterned in this manner. In addition, joking and formality appear to

be functional alternatives. Thus, while blacks in black studies are less

likely than their black colleagues to pattern interracial confrontations

by joking they more often prefer formal relations with whites or avoid

them altogether.

We must not overlook two important patterns in the data: (1) on many

of the measures, the absolute differences between the 'whites and blacks--

although significant- -are not great; and, (2) the majority of the members

of both groups are not particularly formal or jocular. For instance, while

blacks are more likely than whites to prefer that their white colleagues

use their academic titles or "Mister," more than 90 percent of both groups

prefer to be on a first name basis with their colleagues.

Finally, joking, avoidance, .and formality are not necessarily signs

of hostility, Conflict 'and-insensitivitY. -TO the contrary avoidance:

indicates sensitivity to one's own:feelings and to the feelings of others

(Goffman 1957) These modes4f:interaction prevent:` conflict` which might

otherwise result from prejudice and

(1952, p. 92) explains:

One does of course if one is vise avoid having too much to



do with one's enemies, but that is quite a different matter.

I once asked an Australian native why he had to avoid his

mother-in-law, and his reply was, 'Because she is my best

friend in the world; she has given me my wife.' The mutual

respect between son-in-law siViiparents-in-law is a moderof

friendship. It prevenmstconnict that mightarise theongh

divergence of interest.



TABLE I* Percentage Distribution of the Responses of

White Faculty, Black Faculty, and Blacks Teaching

in Black Studies Programs on 14ra-instruments:

Joking, Formality and Avoidance

Items (and Response Categories)

All
Whites
p=442

Blacks.

All Mimic
Blacks Studies:

11=-:54 fr=t261

Joking

How often do you joke, ,Ld or horse
around with your white colleagues at
work? (A great deal or often) 710 80

How Often does this activity deal with
racial matters? (Never) 38 120

Rapport-establishing function of joking
mentioned in statements. 26 410

Hostile intent of joking mentioned in
statements-- hostility directed toward'
others.'

Hostile intent of joking mentioned in
: statements-hostility:directed toward

self or members ofHone'a racial or
ethnic grOup

Formality

I prefer:.a more:informal atmosphere in
my relationthipsvith my white'
c011eigue4.(Agree)

I:prefer'that' my vhitecolleaguegvuse my
firstname,' rather than my title or
"Mi.." (Agree)

I prefer a more informal atmosphere in my
relationships with my white students in
the classroom. (Agree)

I prefer that any white students use my
first name, rather than my title or

"Mrs." (Agree)

19 17 60

93

1691

92 810

91 090

48071

22 50

Table continued,on following page'.'



TABLE Is (continued)

(andAkesponse Categories)

All
Whites
N=442

Avoidance

NreMbersbips'ln professional organizations.

-(5 or more)

:Professional meetings attended in past
year. .(5 or more)

Professional meetings attended in past
two montha.(3 or more)

One reaSon:4 attend professional meetings
is to socialize. (Agree):

Memberships in civil rights groups.
(1 or more)

Civil rights meetings attended in past
two months. (3 or more)

One ressonlattend meetings of civil
rights groups is to socialize. (Agree)

Memberships in:community:organizationa,
sucliSs',Parent-Teacher AsSoCiatiOn.
Chamber of CO:amerce. ':(3Ormoie)

Community Organizationmeetings attended
in:past two months. or more)

One:reason,Iattend meetings:of community
organizations is to socialize.':: (Agree)

40

10

68

25

10

Home visitsexchanged'with White colleagues
in past two months. (S'or more)

Home visits exchangedwith other !bites
inast two Months(5'or*re)

Home visits exchanged with black colleagues
in past two MOnths.1'H(im6ie)

HHome Visits exchanged vithotherblacks in
past two 'months.; , (3 or more)

Memberships in predominantly black social

clubs. ,(1 or more)

33

Blacks
All
Blacks

Black
Studies

N=554 N=206

310 260

26 27

14 12

360 190

640 780

190 250

140 60

180 240

220 250

180 50

24 200

250 90

310

620 750

464 530



TABLE I (continued)

Items (and Response Categories)

All
Whites
N=442

Blacks
All
Blacks
N-554

All
Studies
N=206

Black social club meetings attended
in past two months. (3 or more)

Memberships in predominantly white
social clubs. (1 or more)

White social club meetings attended
in past two months. (3 or more)

0

32

6

240

8

110
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